The Scope of Finance English Final-term Exam
Textbook
P.68 (II)

Q4,Q10

P.88 (II)

Q2,Q7,Q9,Q12

P.141 (II) Q2
P.153 Write out the typical layout of an Income statement.
(Including the item and the definitions)

P. 154-156 Why cash is flow so important to a company?
P. 187 In the contents entitled “Shopping for a Financial Advisor”,
the author presents four criteria to evaluate a financial advisor. List
the four criteria and explain their implications separately.(New)

The supplementary questions came from the Website
Q1. Some common risk management objectives chosen by
companies to frame their ERM approach, What impoetant
contents should include inside?
Q2. When defining risk management goals and objectives,
management should ask “tough questions”, Write out at least
six basic questions to take into considerarion.
The answer can be found in the following website.
http://info.knowledgeleader.com/bid/164011/how-to-define-risk-ma
nagement-goals-and-objectives-in-your-organization
Q3. Risk can come from both internal and external sources,
write out the items of internal and external risk?
References
Risk can come from both internal and external sources. The external risks are
those that are not in direct control of the management. These include political
issues, exchange rates, interest rates, and so on. Internal risks, on the other

hand, include non-compliance or information breaches, among several
others.
Risk management is important in an organisation because without it, a firm
cannot possibly define its objectives for the future. If a company defines
objectives without taking the risks into consideration, chances are that they
will lose direction once any of these risks hit home.In recent years, many
companies have added risk management departments to their team. The role
of this team is to identify risks, come up with strategies to guard against
these risks, to execute these strategies, and to motivate all members of the
company to cooperate in these strategies. Larger organisations generally face
more risks, so their risk management strategies also need to be more
sophisticated. Also, the risk management team is responsible for assessing
each risk and determining which of them are critical for the business. The
critical risks are those that could have an adverse impact on the business;
these should then be given importance and should be prioritized. The whole
goal of risk management is to make sure that the company only takes the
risks that will help it achieve its primary objectives while keeping all other
risks under control.
Due to the prevailing focus on risk, risk management jobs have opened up.
Risk management jobs are usually considered as financial careers because
most of the risks that businesses face are closely tied to the company’s
financial standing.
Risk management jobs are available both internally and externally. You can
work for a company as an internal risk manager or you can become part of a
risk management firm who provides risk management services to companies
who don’t have in-house risk managers. To become eligible for risk
management jobs, you will need a bachelor’s degree. Some companies and
firms also require an MBA. Some risk management certifications will also
help you progress up the career ladder.
Risk management jobs are very rewarding, primarily because a risk
professional plays a crucial function in an organisation. They are also
rewarded well in financial terms. However, the job can also be challenging
especially when there are turbulent risk factors that affect the firm.
Nevertheless, the risk management position is currently one of the most
well-respected positions in firms and companies.
https://www.careersinaudit.com/article/the-importance-of-risk-management-i
n-an-organisation/

Q4. Generally, risks to the Company’s success can be grouped into
four categories: (1) Strategic, (2) Operational, (3) Compliance and
(4) Financial & Reporting. Specific examples of each type of risk
are included in the website linkage below.
Write out the answers
(1) Strategic Risk
(2) Operational Risk
(3) Compliance Risk
Reference website
https://www.jnj.com/_document?id=0000015a-678b-d85b-a1da-77
9f4cfe0000
(at P.8)
Q5.
Write out the answers
J&J Enterprise Risk Management Framework Components
Reference website
https://www.jnj.com/_document?id=0000015a-678b-d85b-a1da-77
9f4cfe0000
(at P.14)

Q6. Explain the following six types of risk (New)
There are some specific factors to consider when examining project, product,
and business risks. Some examples of these factors are listed here, although
this list is meant to stimulate your thinking rather than to be an all-inclusive
list.

• People risks
• Size risks
• Process risks
• Technology risks
• Customer risks
• Organizational and managerial risks

• People risks
are associated with the availability, skill level, and retention of the people on
the development team.
• Size risks
are associated with the magnitude of the product and the product team.
Larger products are generally more complex with more interactions. Larger
teams are harder to coordinate.
• Process risks
are related to whether the team uses a defined, appropriate software
development process and to whether the team members actually follow the
process.
• Technology risks
are derived from the software or hardware technologies that are being used
as part of the system being developed. Using new or emerging or complex
technology increases the overall risk.
• Customer risks
are derived from changes to the customer requirements, customers’ lack of
understanding of the impact of these changes, the process of managing these
requirements changes, and the ability of the customer to communicate
effectively with the team and to accurately convey the attributes of the
desired product.
• Organizational and managerial risks
are derived from the environment where the software is being developed.
Some examples are the financial stability of the company and threats of
company reorganization and the potential of the resultant loss of support by
management due to a change in focus or a change in people.

Q7.
Write out your learning viewpoints and harvest in Finance English.

